
This is just an update for Science grades for parents.  

 

*The students took a quiz today. It was completed on Google Classroom. They could take it AS MANY 

TIMES AS THEY WANTED in order to increase their score, but it was their choice. The highest score was 

recorded as their final score in RDS. If you look at the notes in RDS, I wrote how many attempts they 

had. If you see their score and want them to retake it, then have them talk to me tomorrow.  

 

*In RDS, there are several blank scores. They are NOT missing unless they are specifically marked 

"Missing". I will be entering four notebook scores and constellation writing scores from now through the 

weekend, so they will simply have assignments that do not have a score until I can get through them all. 

These do not count against their grade.  

 

*Today was the last day for Science for a few weeks. They start back in Social Studies tomorrow.  

*Science grades will NOT be on this report card. They only receive science & social studies grades at the 

end of the 2nd & 4th grading periods.  

 

OTHER NOTES 

*Math test over Polygons on Friday! 

*We filled out our agenda books today as a class. However, I DO NOT go around and check them. If they 

do not fill them out when we do, that is their choice and is between you and your child.  

*PLEASE DO NOT GO THROUGH YOUR CHILD'S FOLDER AND TAKE ITEMS OUT WITHOUT TALKING TO 

THEM!!!! Sometimes we complete an activity, but they keep it until the following day so that we can all 

go over it together. I keep getting the excuses of "My mom threw it away" or "My dad took everything 

out of my folder last night". Please talk to your child before removing items. 


